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Thank you for purchasing this kit!

Most technology is made for us to believe in it, BIY lets you create and 
hack with your own logic and beliefs!

All the  BIY kits are built with the state of art machine intelligence 
software, trained on vernacular knowledge and popular wisdom and 

translated into playful and educational electronics kits.

Build your own projects to meaning in every name or object. The BIY 
Hear Boards comes preloaded with special trained models and 

functions!

1. POWER UP YOUR BOARD 
Connect the golden usb cable to the micro usb port.

2. WAIT FOR THE the board to start hearing
The board will boot up its Numerological Language Processing
algorithms to interpret the words it hears into tailored generated \
prophecies, trained by Indian Shamans.

3. touch the bell and say a word
The bell is the main switch for the board to start listening,
it doesn’t always listen! 

4. wait for the bell 
The on-board bell will ring once when it’s processing your
destiny and three times after it finishes its process.

5. hear prophecies for everyone and everything
The board’s built-in speaker will read out your prophecy and destiny
out lout.The board can generate destiny not only for you, but also for
your friends humans and non. 

1. gather all the components you will need
Printer Kit (not included), Alligator Clips, Cardboard.

2. connect to your biy board to the printer
Use the Clips inside the kit to connect the STR Output to the
STR Input Port of your Printer Kit.

3. use the printer in autonomouse mode 
The Printer can print your destiny every day or can also pick up 
words and names from the context.
 

4.get your printed prophecy to share
Get and collect your printed prophecy or experiment with new 
designs. 

5. put your printer at home or anywhere you want
The possibilities are endless, customize the printer or place it
where you want to print destiny for anyone.
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FACTS IN

NUM

Connect sensors and 
input devices to the 
BIY.Hear board to extend 
the board sensitive 
capabilities

Connect a analog 
sensor to the board to 
override the installed 
lucky number calcu-
lation.

STR
Pass a String to 
override the Name to
use for destiny gener-
ation.

BOOL
Calculate your own 
Luck and pass it
on to the Board.

BELIEF OUT

NUM

The data processed 
by the board will be 

accessible trough the 
beliefe out interface.

The lucky number 
calculated by each 

name the board hears.

STR
The generated deesti-

ny from the word and 
name heard by the 

board.

BOOL
The general good or 

bad destiny related to 
the destiny heard. 

BOARD FRONT 

HOW TO USE the BIY.hear BOARD

BUILD A destiny printer

BOARD BACK

GENERATIVE PROPHECIES
The board generates prophecies 
based on the lucky and destiny 
numbers that can be heard from its 
speaker or also printed out with 
our Destiny printer extension kit.

VOICE TO DESTINY
The two microphones of the  board 
interpret every name of a person, 
animal or object it hears into a 
destiny and lucky numberbased on 
the word letters and conformations.

DESTINY CLOCK
The board interprets the date and 
time in which is turned on to 
determine a contextual Lucky 
numbers and Destiny number for 
your projects.

key functions and libraries

RASPBERRY PI
ZERO COMPUTER

SOLENOIND

SPEAKER

SOUND CARD


